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Friends!

The year 2020 was unusual. We battled an organism previously unknown
to humankind. On one end, scientists were struggling to learn more
about the COVID-19 causing virus, but on the other, policymakers had to
devise newer ways to contain the spread of infection. India was under
complete lockdown between March and May 2020. Not only did this
lockdown cause our everyday lives to come to a standstill, but it also
gave rise to new challenges, some of which we hadn't anticipated.
Schools and colleges were closed. Therefore, newer methods had to be
devised to reach and teach the students. People began working from
their homes. Millions of employees, especially those in the unorganized
sectors, lost their jobs. Thousands of migrant workers, unable to sustain
themselves in the cities,  traveled back to their hometowns and villages,
leading to chaos.

Slowly, we understood how the infection spread and how it could be
contained and people found novel ways of running businesses. New
norms of wearing masks, washing hands, and maintaining social distance
in public places were introduced. At Youth Veerangnayen, we did what
we do best and devoted ourselves to serving the downtrodden and
needy. We employed seamstresses we had trained earlier to make
masks and distributed them to those in need. Our volunteers provided
cooked meals to the migrant workers, dry rations, and household
essentials to those who did not have the means to buy them. We also
organized our awareness programs as usual, albeit in open spaces and
parks, maintaining social distances and following other COVID norms in
semi-urban and rural areas. But we changed the focus of our awareness
campaigns to include programs on COVID-19, its prevention, and related
themes.

Our skill development activities, including stitching centers, computer
centers, and make-up centers, took a backseat this year as we functioned
in unusual circumstances. But I am confident that we will bounce back to
normal soon with more vigor.

President,
Youth Veerangnayen

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE



MISSION

The mission of the Youth Veerangnayen is to
take a life course approach to equip women
and children with knowledge and skills to
enable them to be financially independent
and contribute to decision-making in the
family and society.



THEME

Youth Veerangnayen strongly believes and
prophesizes their theme "Empowering YOU",
adding soul in its mission's direction to
sustain development and strengthen the
society.



VISION

To provide a platform to women and children
where they find the avenues to learn, grow
and sustain themselves to face the world with
confidence and dignity.



ABOUT US

The primary aim of the Youth Veerangnayen is to equip women
with knowledge and skills to be financially independent and have a
voice in decision-making in their family and society in general. This
was meant to be achieved by providing knowledge, education,
vocational training, skill development, counseling, and
indispensable appliances to the deprived, to enable them to live a
dignified life. The Youth Veerangnayen is a group of Young (18-40
yrs.) women who crusade against social evils by organizing rallies,
seminars, de-addiction camps, etc. We run skill development
centers in semi-urban areas providing vocational training for the
underprivileged. We also aim at creating awareness amongst
people and women in particular, about leading a healthy lifestyle
through our communication and demonstrations at the grassroots.

The Volunteers of Youth Veerangnayen mainly comprise a group of
talented and experienced doctors, engineers, principals, teachers,
and intellectuals, who are experts in their respective fields and are
supported by enthusiastic staff who are a breath of freshness in the
whole program. We provide vocational skills to deprived women to
enable them to stand on their own feet, by training them at our
stitching centers, computer centers, and centers for training in
beauty and make-up. With the co-operation of locals, government
support functions, we have designed a plan and commit to
innovative solutions that drive true change. We take tiny steps but
we move with strong determination and take a responsible risk to
benefit the maximum number of girls and women.



OUR 
INITIATIVES



DISTRIBUTION DRIVES IN 
CORONA TIMES

The Youth Veerangnayen is committed to serving the society, especially at
the grassroots. The year 2020-2021 has been particularly difficult, as
COVID-19 pandemic has turned people’s lives upside down. Globally
people were battling a new organism, a virus, which spread through the
air we breathed, got stuck to the surfaces we touched, and spread faster
where people gathered. In absence of a preventive or curative measure,
people protected themselves with masks, face shields, washed hands
often, used sanitizers where they did not have access to water, and
distanced themselves. Governments world over thought it was wise to
impose complete lockdowns, preventing people from going out of their
houses. In this process of saving lives, there was an unforeseen loss of
livelihoods. 
Here in India, while doctors and scientists were busy learning about the
virus and how to strengthen our immunity against it, the major brunt of
lockdown was borne by the salaried class and the daily wagers. Most of
these people had either lost their jobs or worked intermittently, as and
when they found one. This has not only impacted the financial status of
families but given rise to several mental health issues as well. The daily
wagers, mostly migrant workers, who had lost their jobs, moved en mass
to their native villages, for want food in their bellies and a roof on their
heads.
While people are busy saving themselves and their families from the
coronavirus, the  team of Youth Veerangnayen is on its mission of selfless
service. Wearing masks on their faces and with a strong will to satiate the
hunger of the needy, they distributed essential items to those who have
lost their income and have no access to supplies for their family. These
included migrant workers, vulnerable groups like pregnant women and
small children, and those below the poverty line.



DISTRIBUTION OF 
MASKS AND SANITIZERS 





DISTRIBUTION OF NUTRITIOUS 
DIET TO PREGNANT WOMEN

 





DISTRIBUTING SANITARY 
PADS: BREAKING TABOOS 
AROUND MENSTRUATION!

Menstruation is a natural and healthy part of any girl’s life, yet women in India
struggle to manage their periods every month. A large fraction of the Indian
population, especially those residing in the urban slums and rural areas, believe
that this natural cycle is ‘impure’ and ‘dirty’ due to the myths surrounding
menstruation. As a result of the country-wide lockdowns and the loss of millions
of jobs in the last year, women suffer even more due to financial constraints
and lack of access to products to maintain menstrual hygiene.
 
To tackle this issue, Youth Veerangnayen began with conversations with women
at the grassroots. Aimed at debunking the myths and increasing awareness
about menstrual hygiene, our volunteers also distributed free sanitary pads
during such campaigns in certain urban slums and rural areas across Delhi,
Punjab, and Haryana. 



DISTRIBUTING STATIONERY

              �लखना -पढ़ना , �कताब�  क�  ��नया  म�  जाना  पसंद  है  मु झे  भी  ब�त                   
पर  हालात  कुछ  ऐसे  ह�  �क  यह  चीज�  खरीदना  ज�री  न  लगा।

I love reading, writing, and wandering in the world of books! But alas, they
don’t remain in our priorities given the (financial) situation at home. 

The above is the story of many children who come from the bottom of the
wealth pyramid. They cannot even afford essential stationery items and
books, despite their will and passion for reading and writing. We, the Youth
Veerangnayen, give wings to their dreams and bring smiles to their faces by
distributing stationery to these children. The children also have access to
textbooks through the various study centers run by us.



FREE STUDY CENTERS FOR 
CHILDREN

Education is the most powerful tool
one can use to shape oneself and the
world. Education not only gives
knowledge but the skills & experience
to help one in his /her life & career.
Youth Veerangnayen has been
working diligently towards supporting
children who require resources in the
form of a “study center”. 

These centers run free of any charges,
utilizing resources raised by the Youth
Veerangnayen through various
sources. In the last 10 years or so of
their functioning, thousands of
children were benefitted through
these centers run by our organization,
which supported them in
strengthening their skills and moral
values, apart from their routine school
curriculum.



A CRUSADE AGAINST CHILD 
LABOR

 A child's mind is the most pliable and can be cast according to the environment provided.
Childhood is a time when a child should be devoid of any worries and enjoy life to the fullest.
However, many children today are deprived of the opportunity to be carefree, to eat and play
and learn as they want. Instead, they are forced to assume the role of an adult prematurely in
their lives and fend for themselves and their families. Child labor is a curse for society and
abnormal for the mental, physical and psychological health of children who go through it.
Youth Veerangnayen is striving to create awareness around these issues among business-
owners who employ such children and and people who are consumers of these businesses.
Youth Veerangnayen discuss this issue and its impact on the fabric of the society in the long
run through street plays, rallies, seminars, and many other such campaigns.



SUPPORTING THE 
ECOSYSTEMS: FEEDING BIRDS

Birds are losing their race of survival to
the greed of the human race. As humans 
 occupy more natural habitats in the
name of urbanization, the number of
natural beings has been falling drastically
owing to the lack of space to survive &
breed and scarcity of food. At the Youth
Veerangnayen, we believe in lending our
support to all living beings in need, be it
birds or any other. 
Every year, as the hot summer months
approach, soaring temperatures in North
India make it more difficult for these
creatures to survive without water and
shelter, like any other living being. Youth
Veerangnayen aids birds by hanging pots
on trees or leaving vessels of water and
grains on terraces for the birds. It is a
tremendous gesture of humanity and
kindness. We are sure that even with their
muted cries, these birds would say –
Kudos to Youth Veerangnayen!



Nature has its own rules. We tamper with it and it
hits back. We witness this in the form of
earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides, etc. We must
initiate work to save our environment now. It is
also essential that we spread awareness about the
impending destruction and havoc it might cause if
we continue to behave irresponsibly. Not only
must we conserve natural resources like water
and fuel, but we must also strive to keep the air
we breathe clean. We can do this by planting more
trees to give us oxygen and to hold our soil from
eroding. The Youth Veerangnayen are working
selflessly towards this goal by promoting tree
plantations and raising awareness for conserving
natural resources.

ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES



The Youth Veerangnayen are conscious about their duties and role in
raising awareness about social issues such as female feticide, domestic
violence, drug addiction, etc. We are also aware of the lack of correct
information about health-related topics such as blood donation, the
importance of proper nutrition during pregnancy and adolescence, and
diseases like thalassemia and AIDS in the youth, in student communities in
the semi-urban and rural areas. For this, we have organized street plays/
Nukkad Natak, seminars, rallies, and competitions at several locations in
various states especially Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Delhi, Madhya
Pradesh, etc. Below are some glimpses of Youth Veerangnayen at work!

RAISING AWARENESS 
ABOUT SOCIAL ISSUES





AIDS is a serious disease, but not the end of
life. However, there is a stigma attached to
the condition to this day. As several
international organization work towards
destigmatizing HIV/AIDS and preventing its
spread, Youth Veerangnayen is doing its bit
towards the initiative too. Every year as the
world celebrates AIDS Day on December 1st,
we too organize seminars and events
centered on prevention of the spread of this
almost-fatal disease. Although there has
been a decline in AIDS cases in the last few
years, millions today struggle with this
disease which makes prevention-centered
initiatives very important.
We also work with the message, 'Being HIV
positive or AIDS is not a disease in itself;
rather it reduces the body's ability to
fight against diseases and causes various
types of illnesses' and educate our younger
generations about the same. 

AIDS AWARENESS



COMPETITIONS

 In this regard, the Youth Veerangnayen organizes various competitions,
street plays, seminars, group discussions and rallies on appropriate subjects,
especially on days delegated by UN for the issues. The competitions we
organize for children foster creativity, invite crucial conversations while
creating awareness.  They also empower women by educating them about
their rights and duties through seminars and discussions on subjects like
domestic violence, organ donation.



EMPOWERING WOMEN
In sync with our mission to equip girls and women with skills and knowledge
to become financially independent, we run training centers in stitching,
beauty and make up. We also conduct seminars on women’s issues like
female feticide, domestic violence, menstrual hygiene, etc. where these
issues are addressed by concerned subject experts. The overall objective of
these various events is to enhance the financial and social status of poor
women by enabling them and making them self-dependent.





RECOGNITION





APPRECIATION LETTERS





OUR PRESENCE IN INDIA 



FINANCIAL REPORT







We always consider it our moral duty towards mankind to help those,
who are less privileged than us. One can do this by contributing time
and effort for their upliftment or by donating in kind. The Youth
Veerangnayen work towards the treatment of drug addicts and other
social issues prevalent in our society. Our team of young and energetic
Youth Veerangnayen take efforts to provide education to girls,
nutritious food to expecting mothers from vulnerable communities,
and generating livelihood opportunities for underprivileged families. It
will be our pleasure to showcase examples and evidence, which has
made a significant positive impact in this direction of our mission. If
you want to make a donation in kind, please get in touch with us at the
address below or email us at
youthveerangnayen2010@gmail.com.

Your support is always welcome.
You can also know more about our ongoing activities by following us
through our official website, on Facebook, and through our Blogs.

The Youth Veerangnayen Regd Office:
H.O.: #238, Sector 3, 
Pocket E-18 Rohini, Delhi- 85 (India)
Contact our support staff on:
+ (91) 8288056559   +(91) 9870355722
Website: www.youthveerangnayen.org

GET INVOLVED

mailto:youthveerangnayen2010@gmail.com


THANK  
YOU


